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Genworth Mortgage Insurance Launches GenRATESM, a Proprietary RiskBased Pricing Engine, to Complement Standard Rate Card Pricing
Addresses increasing lender demand for more granular risk-based pricing
RICHMOND, VA., November 26, 2018 – Genworth Mortgage Insurance, an operating segment of Genworth
Financial, Inc. (NYSE: GNW), today launched GenRATE, a proprietary risk-based pricing engine providing
lenders with a more granular approach to pricing for borrowers pursuing the dream of homeownership. With the
introduction of GenRATE, lenders can opt-in to this proprietary pricing solution or choose from Genworth’s
standard published rate card.
The launch was informed by market research and a thorough evaluation of customer needs, uncovering that
certain segments of lenders have begun seeking more dynamic pricing solutions. GenRATE provides that
solution, allowing Genworth to expand its value proposition to meet a broader range of customer needs.
“Demand for more dynamic pricing is growing, both in our industry and more broadly. Offering lenders the option
of either rate card or risk-based pricing is the best way to show lenders that we understand and can continue to
meet their evolving needs,” said Rohit Gupta, President and CEO, Genworth Mortgage Insurance. “Maintaining
our standard rate card to complement GenRATE allows us to still offer the transparency and simplicity some
lenders prefer while addressing other lenders’ shifting prioritization towards more dynamic pricing.”
GenRATE will be available to all lenders beginning December 10, 2018. Loan officers can obtain GenRATE MI
quotes quickly through their Loan Origination Systems, Optimal Blue® or Rate Express®.
For media inquiries, please contact:
Brittany Harris-Flowers
Genworth Mortgage Insurance
919 846.4417
Brittany.Harris-Flowers@genworth.com
About Genworth Financial
Genworth Financial, Inc. (NYSE: GNW) is a Fortune 500 insurance holding company committed to helping
families achieve the dream of homeownership and address the financial challenges of aging through its
leadership positions in mortgage insurance and long term care insurance. Headquartered in Richmond, Virginia,
Genworth traces its roots back to 1871 and became a public company in 2004. For more information, visit
genworth.com.
From time to time, Genworth releases important information via postings on its corporate website. Accordingly,
investors and other interested parties are encouraged to enroll to receive automatic email alerts and Really
Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds regarding new postings. Enrollment information is found under the "Investors"
section of genworth.com. From time to time, Genworth's publicly traded subsidiaries, Genworth MI Canada Inc.
and Genworth Mortgage Insurance Australia Limited, separately release financial and other information about
their operations. This information can be found at http://genworth.ca and http://www.genworth.com.au.
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